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After discovering the diaries of Victorian explorer Thomas Machell in the dusty recesses of the
British Library, Jenny set out on her own voyage, tracing his footsteps across oceans and
continents for ten years, on a quest to discover and understand this extraordinary character. In
2010 she travelled alone to India on the last cargo ship to accept passengers. The journey was
as treacherous as it had been in Thomas's day and Jenny was advised to hide below deck and
sleep with a knife by her bed and dollars sewn into her jacket. She narrowly escaped attack as
naval ships intercepted a pirate 'mothership' spotted off the Yemeni coast. Jenny's journey ends
as she finally discovers Thomas's overgrown grave when travelling with herdaughter after over
15 years of searching. Through a combination of the author's own memoirs, sketches and
recollections of travels, entwined with Thomas Machell's tales and intricate drawings, Deeper
than Indigo offers a unique insight into the social history of British colonialism at its height, from
the East India Company to the Raj, while telling the story of a forgotten pioneer, whose startling
diaries shed a surprisingly progressive light on European colonialism.

"One man's amazing accomplishment in founding a school amid a series of daunting
challenges. It's hard to argue with Starr's impressive results: 'as of May 2016, Abaarso students
have earned approximately $15 million in scholarships and financial aid, and the 2016-2017
school year will see almost ninety students studying around the world'...?Starr is proud of his
accomplishments, and he deserves to be."?-Kirkus Reviews--This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorJonathan Starr founded and led the private
investment firm Flagg Street Capital, worked as an Analyst at SAB Capital and Blavin and
Company, and as a Research Associate within the Taxable Bond Division at Fidelity
Investments. Using a half million dollars from his personal finances, Starr created the Abaarso
School in 2009. His work in Somaliland has been written about in The New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, Bloomberg BusinessWeek, CNN, and the Christian Science Monitor. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Writing on waterSingle white goose quillwhat are you writingdrifting gently onwater’s silk
surfacemaking your markbetween liquid and airleaving behind youan imprint of movementthe
hint of a message?there’s more to writingthan words.JBPTo the late Thomas Machell of
Crackenthorpeand his wider familyand to my own immediate family,my late husband Glencairn,
children Finella and Hamishand grandchild Felix GlencairnContents1. Meeting Thomas2.
Running Away from Home3. Passages to India4. Exotic Landfalls5. Opium Wars6. Going Home7. 
Rendezvous at the Rectory8. Coals to Nuku Hiva9. Marquesan Magic10. Guano and Missions to
Patagonia11. The Ghosts of Crackenthorpe12. Into the Eye of the Wind13. Singing the Blues14.
Kissing the Crescent and the Cross15. Limbo16. Memories of Indigo17. Suspended between
Two Magnets18. ‘Further Travels and Adventuresof a Vagrant Son’ – up the Indus19. Coffee
Time20. Closing the Gap21. Between the Known and the Unknown22. Beginning of the End23.
Rowing into Eternity24. Into the New World25. Back to the Beginning26. Moments of
Epiphany27. Eureka!28. Machells Reunited29. Pirates of the Arabian Seas30. Come Back
Yesterday31. Twist in the TaleAcknowledgementsChronologyReviews1. Meeting ThomasLet
your life lightly dance on the edges of Timelike dew on the tip of a leaf.(from The Gardener,
Rabindranath Tagore)Ifirst met Thomas at the very end of the 20th century. The attraction was
instant and when I parted from him in London I felt physically sick.Back home in the West
Country I immersed myself in preparations for the last Christmas of the century. I made mince
pies, wrapped presents, and dangled over the fireplace my great-great-grandmother’s quaint
Victorian fairies, almost succeeding in putting Thomas out of my mind. Almost, but not quite;
every so often I caught myself thinking about him. The pungent spices of mulled wine
transported me back not only to the East Indies but also to the lingering flavours of our meeting. I
recalled his hints of exotic travels in far-off lands, and his longing for someone to heed his words
before the century was over. I had no need of a new man in my life, but I sensed such yearning
beneath his spirited tone and adventurous tales that it seemed heartless to turn my back on him
without giving him a second chance.Thomas was 129 years old the day I was born, and 175
when we met. But he will remain forever younger than me, since he died at 38, whereas I am still
going strong. The fact that he is dead is no bar to his speaking to me, or to anyone else for that
matter. He made sure of this during his lifetime by treating his personal Journals as his ‘Talking
Papers’. And talk they certainly do – in five volumes totalling almost 3,000 pages, sprinkled with
whimsical watercolours.These extraordinary Journals came my way by serendipity. An
acquaintance from Devon, a librarian, while attending a meeting at the British Library in the
spring of 1999, had happened to notice a manuscript volume in a showcase. It was open at a
page with an amusing watercolour entitled ‘Indigo planters after tiffin’. He had glanced at the
label. It described the volume as written by a Victorian, Thomas Machell, ‘midshipman in the
merchant navy and indigo planter’. The word ‘indigo’ sparked the librarian because he had
previously supplied me with books for my indigo studies.So indigo was the bait that lured me to



Thomas, though he waited long enough to reel me in. I had been hooked by indigo one
summer’s day when, in the granite courtyard of an old Devon farmhouse, I fed a white cloth deep
into an indigo dye-vat, pulled it out minutes later and watched its colour transform in the air from
yellow through turquoise to midnight blue. I resolved there and then to discover more about this
magical and most universal dyestuff, unaware that the hook was in for life and that I would
pursue indigo all over the world until Thomas caught me and took over. Then I had to pursue him
all over the world.I cradle Thomas’s life in my hands as I carry his Journals from the Issue desk
and place them on a large library table. For some reason I’m drawn to Volume Two. I ease the
bound book from its case, feeling its density in my palms before opening it at random. As I start
to decipher the slanting script with its wayward punctuation my breath changes rhythm. The
modern readers around me fade away and I join Thomas on his lonely veranda in the Bengali
jungle on a night of steamy heat in the 1850s. Peering over his shoulder, I watch his hand move
to and fro as he dips his quill into the inkpot to transfer his thoughts onto the paper. He is
smoking his meerschaum, which keeps a halo of insects at bay. Their incessant buzzing joins
the sounds of the quill’s scratch and the harsh sawing of crickets. Thomas pauses and stares
unseeing into the invisible, suffocating vegetation. He is brooding on his life and, out of the
thousands of passages I might have read first, I have chanced across him just when he is
musing on the unexpected way that indigo is shaping his life.I lay aside this volume and try
another (Four). The very next passage I read, again chosen at random, also hits home. It is
dated the first day of April 1851 and Thomas has illuminated the letter ‘A’ and added a quotation
from Byron:’Tis strange, the shortest letter that man usesInstead of speech, may form a lasting
linkOf ages; to what straits old Time reducesFrail man, when paper – even a rag like this –
Survives himself, his tomb and all that’s his.Just so. Thomas continues: ‘Yes I think it very
probable that like my more learned namesake Thomas Machell of Carlisle I shall leave behind
me some seven volumes of manuscript papers… and mayhap the words carelessly written at
Rooderpore factory will be lighted upon in some musty library in the 20th century and quoted by
some descendant who has heard that such volumes exist somewhere.’That passage, like the
indigo one, seems to target me. After all, I did indeed hear that such volumes existed in a library,
as Thomas anticipated – and though the new British Library isn’t ‘musty’, the old one where they
first landed certainly was. I am fulfilling Thomas’s forecast of their being ‘lighted upon’ in the 20th
century but have cut things pretty fine by finding them just weeks before the century ends. I can
also see that in the future I might find occasion to quote them, though I am not a ‘descendant’ as
far as I know. It is odd to be holding five volumes rather than Thomas’s predicted seven, though
he voiced his forecast in Volume Four when very much alive, so how could he possibly have
known that he would leave behind even five volumes, let alone seven? Strange. There is just
time to look for clues at the end of the last volume before the library shuts.This one transports
me to the Malabar hills of southern India, where I also join my former self, since I stayed there in
1970. Both Jennys, past and present, savour the sweet coffee blossom with Thomas, but are
thankful to be spared the rats that plagued him: ‘16th July 1856. The house is overrun with rats



made traps for the unwary and squashed three.’ Together we experience the relentless monsoon
weather. ‘The wind howls and whistles through the chinks and crannies of the old Bungalow,
then suddenly it dies away and the heavy pattering of rain is heard faster and faster through the
long hours of the dreary night.’ Two months later dense clouds still envelop both jungle and
Thomas himself as he pens his final entry: ‘I have no longer the buoyant spirits and unbroken
health of younger days… at thirty-two I feel older than many I have seen with ten more years on
their shoulders.’ He adds enigmatically: ‘Who shall mark the line between perseverance and
rebellion, who shall tell where the resignation of a Christian or the fatalism of an Oriental begins
or ends.’ Who indeed? I turn the page to find his very last sentence: ‘I grope in darkness Light of
the World. Grant to me that I may receive my sight.’The lively young man of the earlier volumes
now sounds utterly depressed. I assume he was on the point of death when he wrote those
words in his rat-filled Bungalow.The library is closing. The Journals are recalled to the Issue
desk and I am recalled to the present, feeling disturbed and queasy.At the time I was preparing
to deliver the first lecture of the new millennium at London’s Royal Geographical Society, its
subject being ‘Travels in Pursuit of Indigo’. I couldn’t resist replacing two images of mine that I
had previously selected with two watercolours from the Journals, thus giving Thomas his very
first public airing in that Society’s historic lecture hall, where such famous explorers as
Shackleton have lectured. How proud and amazed Thomas would have been to see projected
on a huge screen that comical sketch ‘Indigo planters after tiffin’. The other projection was his
hand-drawn 1846 map of ‘part of Bengal showing stations or towns, and indigo and sugar
factories’. His old map seemed just the thing in such a setting. I pointed to indigo estates and
towns that were just hours apart by horseback in Thomas’s day but now lay several days from
each other, modern transport notwithstanding, due to the frontier that had divided Bengal
between India and Bangladesh since 1971.Having assumed that Thomas died suddenly aged
32 after writing the entry in southern India that concludes Volume Five, I contacted the
organisations in London dedicated to recording British deaths and burials in India to establish
when and where he had been buried. Their investigations showed no Thomas Machell to have
died in India, though burials of other Machells were on their lists. This was surprising. It made me
wonder whether a sickly Thomas had struggled on board ship intent on returning home to
convalesce (as he tells us he has done before) but had died en route and been buried in some
alien port, or perhaps at sea, echoing a scenario he had himself foreshadowed:2nd December
1850. Let us take a look at the living freight of this ‘Budgerow’ boat coming down from the Upper
Provinces. On a low couch surrounded by a few dark faced servants an emaciated European is
lying, gasping painfully for air whilst one of his attendants waves the hand punkah over his
fevered head, see he sleeps and sleeping dreams of home. Disturb him not poor fellow, he is
going home on sick certificate, sleeping he dreams he is there, hears the chime of the village
bells, and sees again the loved faces, from whom he has long been absent, but let him sleep on;
for sleeping he dreams of that home which he is destined never to reach, for he will be shipped
on board to die ere he reach the Line and add to the many thousands who lie under those dark



blue waves.I conducted a lengthy computer search. What would a Victorian make of someone
sitting in a study in England’s Devonshire countryside making contact electronically with city
institutions all over the world at the tap of a keyboard? I tried the obvious sources first and drew
blanks, and then a link took me to the Mormon archives in Salt Lake City. The Mormons
(founded when Thomas was six) record as many deaths worldwide as possible in order to
convert deceased souls to Mormonism. How Thomas’s clergymen ancestors would splutter in
their graves if they knew this. Of course Thomas’s own name didn’t appear on the computer
screen – nothing was ever as straightforward as that − but the Mormon records directed me to a
chapter, entitled ‘Machells of Crackenthorpe’, in an 1884 volume of a British publication with the
cumbersome title of Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and
Archaeological Society.I went next morning to my local university, Exeter, to submit a loan
request, hoping the publication could be tracked down somewhere. Imagine my astonishment
when I found the university’s own library had a copy of this obscure book on its shelves. I wasn’t
so surprised to find that it had last been issued to a reader over 40 years earlier.The chapter
provides a short history of the family up to Thomas’s generation, but gives no information about
Thomas other than noting that ‘the late Mr T. Machell’ (which I deduce is him) with his father and
elder brother helped the author to collate the chapter I am reading. The text itself therefore
doesn’t solve my mystery, but stuck to the inside back cover of the book I find a bulky sheet of
folded paper. Gingerly I ease open the brittle folds and find an extensive family tree headed
‘Pedigree of Machell of Crackenthorpe’. It traces the family from Saxon times to the late 19th
century and holds the vital key. At the top of the sheet I find trios of greyhounds leaping above
emblazoned shields, and ancient names like Umfridus. I recognise these greyhounds: they also
prance around Thomas’s Journals. My eyes zigzag down the centuries, encountering such
names as Lancelot, Hugh and Robert. Important people have annotations summarising their
achievements. The first Thomas on the tree dates to the 12th century, his entry stating simply
that he ‘confirms grants of land in Crackenthorpe received from his father’. However, his 17th
century namesake, ‘Thomas the Antiquary’, has a lengthy description of his distinguished
career. The tree broadens out to the generation I seek, which stretches right across the page,
near the bottom. Here I find, among Thomas’s siblings, an illustrious older brother who is a
Canon of York, and an army captain younger brother decorated for bravery. Sandwiched
between them is a stark entry for my Thomas:THOMAS M.b. 12 Nov 1824, atBeverley, d. unm.,
14,bur. 16 Dec. 1862, atNursingpore, E. IndiesM.I. there and at Etton; Will 29 Dec.,1861The
entry can hardly be briefer − no annotation for this Thomas − but here is the information that has
eluded me for months. And it has been in my own university library all the time.So my
conjectures were wrong. I had failed to heed Thomas’s own prophecy. A decade before his
death, he wrote: ‘I am like Muhammed’s coffin suspended between two Magnets. Duty points to
India as the place of my pilgrimage and most probably as the resting place of my bones when
my destiny is accomplished. Affection draws me towards home the pole star of my wanderings.’
So his hunch about where he would die was correct. From then on I learnt to listen to him.The



reason Thomas’s death in India didn’t feature in the registers was later pointed out to me. It
seems that individuals in humble positions were sidelined by the Establishment, their burials not
considered noteworthy. This explains why other Machell deaths feature in the official lists, but
not Thomas’s. Lancelot, his younger brother, apparently served with distinction in the Bengal
Horse Artillery, as well as being the ‘second best polo player in India’ (who was the best, one
wonders?). He could hardly have been more pukkah therefore, whereas Thomas clearly wasn’t,
which made me warm to him more. Lancelot was buried in a famous military hill station in the
North-West Provinces, but where on earth was Nursingpore, where Thomas was said to be
buried?I consulted a Victorian atlas and found that British mapmakers of that period often
settled for approximate transliterations of Indian place names. Thus, for example, Manantavady,
the town nearest to Thomas’s coffee estate, appears as Manutoddy – in this case somewhat
appropriately since much alcoholic toddy was made in the area. The old atlas showed two small
towns anglicised to Nursingpore, both of them far from the coffee estates of Kerala where I
assumed Thomas was still working when he died. Even on modern maps both towns, now spelt
Narsinghpur and Narasinghpur, are remote. During British Raj times they were a world away
from smart Calcutta with its famous Park Street cemetery. Trust Thomas, I thought, to make
things more of a challenge.I had at least established that he died a lonely death in a mysterious
outpost far from his family anchor and that he had neither wife nor (recorded) children of his
own. And he had reached the ripe old age of 39, having survived a further six years after the last
Journal entry in the British Library. His lifespan was now only six years short of the European
average at that time, not bad going considering his physical weaknesses as a child and his
sometimes tumultuous life in the tropics that includes war, several bouts of near-fatal diseases,
and other physical dangers that felled men far stronger than him. His ability to cheat death, like
the proverbial cat with nine lives, was a source of surprise to Thomas. In April 1851 he writes:
‘What can one think when one sees puny fellows like me knocking about by land and by sea now
wet to the skin now sleeping for weeks like a vagrant in the open air and never a bit the worse for
it whilst hale hearty looking fellows with the strength of a giant just drop off with a cold.’What, in
any case, is a lifetime? Virginia Woolf observed that ‘the true length of a person’s life, whatever
the Dictionary of National Biography may say, is always a matter of dispute,’ and the biographer
Richard Holmes concluded an article about Shelley’s death with the following: ‘Certainly human
time is not divided into equal chapters. Nor is the “death scene” the true end of any significant
human story. We need to be aware that many lives change their shape as we look back on them.
The dead may always have more life, more time, to give us.’Thomas, through his Journals, was
clearly yearning to give us more life, more time. But of the different chapters in his life, the final
one, covering six literal years (though goodness knows how many figurative ones) was now the
most mysterious and open-ended, since written records appeared to be lacking. How was I
going to find out what he had been up to during the most traumatic period of India’s colonial
history? ‘I shall leave behind me some seven volumes of manuscript papers,’ he emphasised.
Since each of the five volumes now in the British Library covers approximately three years, the



last six years of his life would indeed have produced two more volumes, bringing the total to
seven, as he predicted. How could he have foreseen so accurately, over a decade before his
death, that he would have written seven volumes of Journals by the time he died? And did the
missing volumes actually exist somewhere waiting to be discovered? If not, had they vanished
for good, or never been written? Thomas was clearly a compulsive writer. Could I unearth the
ghostly two-volumes’ worth of lost years that left such a gap in his story?As Thomas gradually
replaced indigo as the main passion in my life, friends took to greeting me with, ‘How’s your
chap?’ The more I got involved with his Journals, the more I thought of them as ‘mine’. Once, a
year after I had discovered them, I phoned the library to order them in advance of a visit. To my
horror I was told they were checked out to another reader. Only then did I realise just how
possessive of these Journals I was becoming (or were they possessing me?) since they are
available to any reader in the world’s most public of libraries. ‘Who has taken them out?’ I
demanded, meaning: ‘Who has had the audacity to take out my Journals?’ ‘Someone called
Jenny Balfour Paul,’ came the reply. What a relief it was to learn that after my last visit the
Journals had remained in error on the shelves of the Reading Room, still reserved for
me.Thomas’s family had settled into their adoptive home towns, Yorkshire’s Beverley and the
nearby port of Hull, by the time he entered the world. He passed his first decade in Beverley, but
once his father took up the livings of the nearby parishes of Leconfield and Etton, the Tudor
rectory of the latter became Thomas’s lifelong lodestone. A delicate baby, with a ‘birth defect’
that dogged his life and puzzled me for years, Thomas – or Tom as his family often called him
(and as I found myself doing later when I got to know him better) − surprised his parents by
surviving potentially fatal childhood ailments and staging a rebellion at the age of twelve. And in
1840, the year young Queen Victoria wed her beloved Albert, Thomas slipped off to sea and a
lifetime of foreign adventures.The great spy writer John le Carré declared in a radio interview
that ‘the purpose of life is to make sure our origins are not our destinies’. Though vaguely aware
myself from a young age of the importance of this belief, it had not made an impact until Thomas
came along to point it out. I must be a slow learner; Thomas understood such ideas at a far
younger age than I did. Or was it that when the average lifespan was half that of today, people
had to learn, understand and act twice as quickly? It often seems like that when you read what
numerous Victorians achieved in the time it takes many people nowadays to even get going. It is
salutary to wander around a Victorian graveyard – especially in the tropics. Today such
graveyards are of sociological interest, but Victorians had to confront the death in them head on,
as 25-year-old Thomas himself points out:31st August 1850. Go to the churchyards or even my
factory garden and read the ages of your fellow wanderers who fell so thickly around you, age
24, aged 19, aged 26 and so on. Count how many are under 30 and calculate your own
chances, the odds against yourself, and the chances of those who make home dear to you
surviving to welcome your return.One can see that having the spirit of mortality forever
whispering in one’s ear was the best motivation for getting going. My generation and the next are
inclined to let life slip by, incentives to action further diluted by comfort and machines.On the



other hand, old Journals remind one of the benefits of modern life, not least in the field of
dentistry. Take these Thomas passages: ‘21st August 1850. Had such a violent toothache I was
half wild with pain.’ He endures five more days of agony before ‘treatment’, i.e. ‘Had the enemy
[tooth] pulled out, it was terrible work for Dr Palmer had to make two attempts and change his
instruments before he succeeded.’ Sometimes Thomas turned amateur dentist himself: ‘That
wretched man with the toothache underwent the torture this morning,’ he writes on board a
cargo ship in October 1849, having used tools from his portable carpentry box to yank out the
tooth.By dying midway in his century (1862) Thomas was balanced on the cusp of momentous
innovations, just witnessing but rarely benefiting from their impact. The telegraph was just being
launched and photography likewise. His likeness was only captured by pencil whereas soon
after his death his brothers could be immortalised in celluloid. Later in the century came long-
distance steam shipping and rail travel, and electricity. These inventions would have
revolutionised Thomas’s life, as would such medical discoveries as anaesthetics and the cause
of cholera, which in his time killed thousands in Britain and the East, and very nearly killed him
too. In the later 20th century came organ transplants, antibiotics, the discovery of man’s genetic
code and the extraordinary digital revolution. My generation and the next have embraced these
discoveries and inventions, as would Thomas were he alive today − but then there would have
been no Journals.Instead, the Journals are his equivalent of phone calls, letters, emails and
Facebook, diaries and photographs rolled into one, covering an era of stability at home,
emanating from the self-assurance of Empire and the Industrial Revolution, counterbalanced by
conflict and danger abroad. By driving himself overseas, with spells at home, Thomas
experienced both aspects. The historian A.N. Wilson, in The Victorians, memorably describes
the British imperialist imposing Empire ‘with his bible and his self-belief’, confident of both
technological and moral superiority over the natives. Thomas, however, with ironic detachment
and a sense of the absurd, was well aware of the dangers both of bible and of self-belief.Though
Thomas chose to live thousands of miles away, he yearned to share his experiences with his
adored father back home, in expanded letters that became the Journals. From the end of 1999 I
joined Thomas’s father to eavesdrop on his son’s 16-year chronicle of ‘hopes, fears,
expectations and disappointments’. ‘I feel as if I am having a conversation with you,’ he writes,
‘though the talk is all on one side… each day I feel quite reluctant to put my talking papers back
into my writing box.’ In April 1851 he explains: ‘It is just the thing to sit down with pipe in mouth
and scribble without regard to the quantity of paper used, in a letter one is obliged to be concise
but in a journal one can fire away as long as the Cacoethes Scribendi [the itch for scribbling]
remains.’ His character emerges while he meanders between news, opinions and moods in a
stream of consciousness: ‘I have got into another line altogether. But so it is in our thoughts, on
paper we can trace the connecting link and I would not wish to be more formal here than I should
be were I blowing a cloud with you at home.’Thomas is surprisingly frank in his Journals
considering both the mores of the time and the fact that he is conversing with a country
clergyman who is passing his days in the conventional to and fro of English country parish life.



However, at times the restraints can be almost tangible; he will launch into personal matters only
to break off abruptly and change the subject. For example, in 1851 his boss’s wife, with whom he
is clearly smitten, leaves India.‘April 30th. Mrs Forlong preparing to leave for England much to
my regret… I shall never go to her house without feeling the loss of its lively mistress… I never
thought I should have made so intimate a friendship in this blessed country nor was I aware how
strong it was until the moment when I found it was to be ended. I will not however enlarge upon
my feelings.’The nature of Journals, even the most private ones, always raises the question of
how much more lies between the lines, of what the writer chooses to reveal or conceal. In
Thomas’s case his Journals, though personal, were never fully private, and my challenge was to
find out at what point he was applying the brakes. The things he left unsaid seemed to hover
between the lines, as if written in invisible ink, waiting to be revealed to a future reader able to
share his experiences and empathise with his sorrows and joys.My young man defied
stereotypes, fitting neither the image of the colonial Victorian Briton abroad, nor that of the
Englishman ‘gone native’ – nor indeed that of a 19th century hippy. I had to let him set the pace.
He seemed to dance enticingly just beyond my field of vision. All I could do was to follow in his
teasing steps, waiting until he chose to show me a little more. Sometimes I sensed his
exasperation when I proved a clumsy partner, but over the ten years we spent together we learnt
to tango in time with each other. Slowly and magically the whole choreography emerged.In July
1852, when in his late twenties, Thomas actually wrote: ‘I have been meditating lately about
writing a novel in the form of an autobiography.’ Death prevented him from fulfilling his ambition
during his lifetime, but clearly I was the one destined to complete the dance. Together we would
bring his dream to life.2. Running Away from HomeLife must be lived forwards but can only be
understood backwards.(Kierkegaard)I was born on the 12th November 1824 at the Minster
Parsonage, Beverley. Owing to an unhappy defect and a more quiet demeanour than the rest of
my brothers, it was intended that as I was unfit to enter any of the professions I should be a
home bird and be placed as a clerk in some mercantile house or something of that sort.I was but
little satisfied with this indefinite something in a family of Military and Naval aspirants, and after
many a wild day dream secretly indulged in to the manifest prejudice of my Latin and Greek, I
divulged my speculations to my younger brother Lancelot and declared my intention of sallying
forth to seek my own fortune.One thing I had not calculated on. Master Lancelot had no sooner
heard of my design than he also determined on accompanying me. In vain I remonstrated – he
would either let out the secret or go with me. As we both slept in the same room there was
nothing else for it. So early one fine morning we got out of our window and left home to seek our
fortunes.This is how Thomas summarised his first adventure in his ‘Rough Sketch of My Life and
my brother Lancelot’s written for the History of the Machell family’. He included the whole
summary as an appendix to Volume Three of his Journals.I picture the scene. Two small boys,
hearts thumping, climb over their bedroom sill one summer’s dawn in 1837. Twelve-year old
Thomas, a ‘puny’ child (to use his own description), clings with thin legs to a rope borrowed from
the stable and slides down onto the terrace below. Squirming above him comes Lance, his



maddening younger brother recently turned eight. Lance, a sturdy little fellow, has the kind of
foolhardy courage that marks him out as military fodder. After landing on the rectory terrace with
flushed faces, the brothers sneak into the stable yard, pick up small calico bags they’ve hidden
beneath a pile of hay in the store and set out to cross England on foot from north to south.They
have prepared for this journey by hoarding useful things in their hiding place: pocket knife, string,
dirty kerchiefs, an old cork, tin flask, candles, flints, spare shirts and stockings, hand-drawn
maps copied out at school, stubs of pencil, paper, and Lance’s favourite wooden toy soldier. It
has been easy in such a large household to hoodwink housekeeper Annie and purloin biscuits,
dried meat and preserved fruit from the kitchen. The previous day Lance kept a lookout as
Thomas pilfered fresh ham, cheese and bread from the pantry. There were whisperings,
arguments and tense giggles at teatime before they went to bed.The first day is thrilling. Both
boys are excited to be taking part in a real life adventure. Once they have covered the first few
miles, creeping through woods and alongside hedges to hide from early-morning farm labourers
who might recognise them, they continue more boldly along deserted green lanes and over
rough ground away from main thoroughfares. Birds sing. The sun burns off a slight mist.
Hedgerows smell of cow parsley and honeysuckle. The brothers have ample food and stamina,
and nothing seems more exciting than sneaking into a lonely barn that evening and snuggling
into nests they hollow in the loose straw. They quickly fall asleep, exhausted by the long walk,
not thinking of the weeks ahead dodging stagecoaches, angry farmers and dogs. Not thinking
either of the mayhem they are causing in the Yorkshire village they’ve left behind.That morning
devoted Annie has entered their room to find empty beds and a rope trailing from Thomas’s iron
bedstead across the floor and over the sill of the open window. She has hurried downstairs to
alert her master, the Reverend Robert, not wishing to alarm the boys’ mother Eliza, who is at a
delicate stage of her eighth pregnancy. Robert is not too worried because the family is used to
Lance’s japes and the boys will surely turn up by lunchtime. But as the day wears on with no sign
of the young rascals, worry turns to concern, and concern to alarm when they don’t return for
supper.The Reverend goes grim-faced to the farmer next door while Annie soothes Eliza and
administers a glass of her famous hot malt tonic. Word soon spreads around Etton parish, from
maid to groom to farmer to innkeeper. Parishioners appear at the door, offering help to their
popular vicar and his wife. Retired army and naval officers join the farmers setting off around the
parish, their dogs zigzagging ahead, noses down, tails circling in excitement. When dusk falls,
lanterns are lit and held high as the searchers spread out to look in barns, haystacks, streams
and ditches, calling and calling – ‘Tom, Lance – Lance, Tom – where are you, where are you?’No
one sleeps that night and next morning the news spreads further afield when Robert rides the
four miles into Beverley town to inform his relatives and the constabulary. He calls too on James
Hogg, parliamentary member for the town and a family acquaintance, seeking his assistance in
alerting magistrates and dispatching letters hither and thither to widen the search.As the days
wear on it is hard to remain calm in the parsonage, but Annie does her best for the sake of Eliza
as well as the little ones. She tells the maids to dry their eyes as they bustle round dispensing



tea and cakes to relatives and parishioners who drop by to comfort their priest, his gentle wife,
and their expanding family. Hugh Devon, a difficult child, is six years old, Henry and Robert Scott
just toddlers. Richard, the sensible older brother, upset at Tom’s betrayal, helps Mother and
Father by reading and playing with his siblings.The family’s grief increases daily when no news
arrives of the errant boys.Thomas and Lance, meanwhile, are making their weary way down the
byways of England. The initial excitement has long since worn off. Their legs ache, their feet are
blistered, and they are frequently lost. When it rains their soaking serge trousers cling to their
thighs and refuse to dry. They are dreaming of Annie’s nourishing stews and ginger cake. When
food and pennies run out they dodge fierce dogs to steal fruit from orchards and, worse still, they
mingle with crowds in village markets to snatch buns off stalls when the owners aren’t looking.
This pricks Thomas’s conscience but not Lance’s, for he is made of sterner stuff. The brothers
are as unalike as war and peace. There are plenty of arguments as to who is to blame for the
escapade. Lance tells Thomas it was a stupid idea, while Thomas reminds Lance that he didn’t
want him to come in the first place. Each tries hard not to cry in front of the other.In the 19th
century unaccompanied children were a common sight, working the land and daily walking miles
from hovel or farm to village, market or school.When the boys finally reach the south coast, they
are hungry and missing home. From the cliff top they hear distant cries of seagulls rising on the
summer breeze. They look across the English Channel and see a host of ships tacking to and fro
on urgent errands on a choppy jade green sea, the far horizon smudging into the skyline. Down
below in Portsmouth’s harbour a lumbering man-of-war and merchant ships of all types and
sizes ride at anchor, surrounded by busy little rowing boats and fishing craft. The sight fills
Thomas’s heart with a strange yearning, but hampered by little Lance he won’t after all be able
to seek employment or stow away on one of those merchant ships.The scamps scramble down
the cliff and take the road into the harbour, invigorated by the sight and smell of the sea. The
bustle is intoxicating. They settle on a dirty coil of rope and breathe in mingled smells of tar, salt,
horse dung and putrid fish as they watch the melée around them: barrels, chests and dirty calico
bales of all sizes are being slung from laden carts hauled by steaming horses and then hoisted
on thick ropes over the ships’ greasy sides. Sailors with straining muscles stow the cargo or
straddle the rigging, all yelling in an incomprehensible slang that competes with the screaming
seagulls. Before them along the quay pass straight-backed officers in uniforms with bright brass
buttons, cocksure midshipmen and scavenging dogs and cats.And what happened next? ‘The
adventure ended as such Adventures generally end,’ notes Thomas with resignation in his
summary. ‘We walked three hundred miles ... and endured considerable hardships before we
discovered that we had left our good fortune behind us and that we had better go back and look
for it. So having by that time wandered from Etton to London from London to Portsmouth and
from Portsmouth to Brighton we sought out a friend who resided there by whom we were kindly
taken in and in due time we were forwarded to our anxious parents.’Imagine the joy in the old
rectory and the neighbourhood when the skinny prodigals returned at last. No wonder they were
welcomed with open arms rather than a scolding. Thomas recalls: ‘I do not think we were very



penitent after all but our dear Father was so kind and forgiving that for my part [not Lance’s, one
can’t help noting] I regretted extremely having given him so much anxiety and requested that he
would send me off to Australia at once where I secretly determined to amass an immense
fortune and bring it all home to him.’It is clear from Thomas’s ‘Rough Sketch’ summary that the
influential James Hogg was impressed by young Lance’s stamina (never mind that it was
Thomas’s idea to run away): ‘Launcelot Machell was early destined for the military profession
and entered on the list of Sir H Vivian. But Sir James Hogg, an East India Director and member
for Beverley, offered an appointment to Addiscombe Military Academy, it was accepted and he
was sent first to a preparatory school at Edmonton in 1842. Having previously been educated by
his father he soon rose in the schools…’ Lance even forwent the final two years at Addiscombe,
the Sandhurst of its day for the Indian Military, in order to serve his country, and was soon noted
for bravery, setting the tone for the rest of his life.As I grew to know the family better, I discovered
it was characteristic of Lance to steal his older brother’s thunder. One can feel the hurt years
later in an 1851 Journal passage. ‘Being especially ill today,’ writes Thomas, ‘I have been
amusing myself with looking over a vast collection of old letters not opened for years, what a
variety of emotions have they called up… here are your hopes for my future prospects, here are
Richard’s details of his hopes, fears and pleasures mingled with good wishes for my own
success, letters all but unintelligible close written and crossed from Aunt Matilda, interspersed
with few and far between straggling scrawls from Lance. One alludes to his share in the
wonderful expedition to Koti Kangra and after a few short sentences ends with, “I believe I have
nothing to tell you”. This is the longest I ever had from him, while those you received when I was
at home were most voluminous epistles.’ Both brothers were living in India when this was written,
and still were in August 1854, when Thomas only learnt at third hand of Lance’s marriage, his
boss having heard the news from an officer at a party. The officer, reports Thomas through
gritted teeth, had related anecdotes ‘to shew that Lance had been distinguished both in the field
as an officer, on the Turf as a Sportsman and in the station as a Billiard player, among engineers
as a first rate mathematician and what would have been little expected from such materials not
only a successful lover but a steady one.’ Thomas adds forlornly: ‘I almost expect to hear from
them shortly for I wrote soon after leaving Calcutta but Lance is an eccentric fellow and has
remained so long silent that I have only very faint hopes.’And what was the result of the
escapade on young Thomas’s future? Quite simply, it altered the whole course of his life – and
much of mine too, a century and a half later. It was clearly considered astonishing that the
retiring son, who rarely spoke and usually had his face in a book, had it in him to be so daring.
An undemanding child with physical problems could easily get overlooked in a busy Victorian
rectory.Thomas’s melodramatic gesture to get himself noticed achieved its objective. ‘My dear
Father saw that the spirit of adventure had gained complete possession of me and having
already had proof of my capabilities of endurance and energy of disposition he resolved to give
me a preparatory trial at sea before he decided on my future course. Accordingly he obtained a
berth for me as Guinea Pig on board of an East India Trader and before long I was launched into



the world to rough it out and test my spirit of enterprise.’3. Passages to IndiaAvec ses quatre
dromadairesDon Pedro d’AlfaroubeiraCourut le monde et l’admiraIl fit ce que je voudrais faireSi
j’avais quatre dromadaires.Four dromedaries carried youDon Pedro d’AlfaroubeiraRound the
great world with Oh and AhWhat you did is what I should doHad I four dromedaries too.(Le
Dromadaire, Apollinaire, translated by Oliver Bernard)Iwas two years older than Thomas when I
launched myself into the world to test my own spirit of enterprise, but I chose the same
destination. On the winter night of my 18th birthday I was in a rackety Land Rover crossing the
English Channel and heading for India. My companions were six hippies I had met in the
underground car park of London’s Paddington Station a few hours earlier. In the winter of 1840
Thomas was also in the Channel, but meeting his new companions aboard a three-masted East
Indiaman called the Worcester. He was as little impressed with her as I was with the old jeep:
‘She was a low sneaking-looking barque with her black figurehead and long hull, looking gloomy
and formidable on the dull sluggish river.’ He began his first journal with a sketch of the ship and
the words: ‘A memorable day in my life, for on this day I commenced a new era and entered into
the busy scenes of seafaring life.’Though Thomas beat me by leaving home at 16, I beat him in
another way by travelling to India overland, something he planned but didn’t, as far as I knew,
achieve in his lifetime. On board a dhow in the Arabian Sea in 1848 he wrote: ‘I intend if
circumstances allow it to return to India by way of Persia and thus increase my experience.’
Circumstances allowed it neither then nor six years later, when, he says, ‘the young artist Mr
Noakes and I made an agreement to travel northward in company, then to pass through Cabul
and so to Persia and thence to Constantinople. it would be a fine expedition and would afford
material for a very interesting book which he thinks I am able to write and I am certain he would
be able to illustrate cleverly.’ A century and a half later I would read that passage and realise that
by fulfilling journeys of Thomas’s dreams as well as his real ones, our combined visions are
affording the material for his book.While I swam with the tide towards the edge of India’s net,
innocently optimistic, Thomas was flung towards it out of his depth, as he recalls later:January
17th 1851, Rooderpore Estate, Bengal. Is it possible that it is only eleven years since I was a
dreamy schoolboy? Has all the whirl and bustle of my life only extended over so short a period?
Why it seems as if it was oh so so long ago that this battered old letter was put into my hand that
I feel as if it had occurred in some previous existence. I was writing at the long school table at
Pockthorpe, the snow was falling in a sort of lazy indifferent way… Mr Keeling the schoolmaster
sat at his desk winding up some accounts, two or three boys were whispering together by the
fireside telling their plans for the approaching Xmas holiday, Lance was filing a key to make into
a cannon… when in comes the servant, ‘Please a man come for the Mitchells,’ with Mrs Keeling
holding in her hands the very bit of paper I am now perusing. Then followed the bustle which
never seemed to cease. I went whirring away to London, my first lonely journey in a Railway train.
In London the noise continued, the outfitters shop was strange… and the street was full and the
rattle of carts and carriages whirled my poor head and the hot grog which the old lady made me
drink did the rest. Stupified I went to bed and stupified I arose and then came the trip to



Gravesend all steam clatter and confusion.It was a lot to take in at 16, the age when my own
transition to adulthood also took an unexpected turn, though much less harsh. I was chafing at
the petty restraints of a minor girls’ public school, the final straw being when the headmistress
complained to my parents of my ‘truculence’, because I had refused to be confirmed into the
Church of England with my peer group. Like Thomas, I recall the day a letter arrived that
changed my course. It was from the headmaster of Marlborough College, announcing his bold
experiment of admitting a few girls into the sixth form. Until then boys’ English public schools
were as unbreachable by the female sex as billiard clubs or cathedral choirs. Like Thomas, I was
aware my upbringing was too conventional to be satisfying. Becoming one of Marlborough’s
‘First Fifteen’ − as we were inevitably dubbed − provided a chance to play a tiny part in shaking
up an outdated male institution.Incredible as it seems today, the experiment made the headlines
and attracted the paparazzi. The notes I made in the last year of my teenage five-year diary give
a flavour of the surreal first week. ‘Marlborough College, 9th September 1968. We’ve been
plagued by photographers and reporters from The Mirror, The Daily Mail and The Times, though
we’re not allowed to answer questions, and were even mentioned on Radio 1 and TV – honestly!
The boys were very friendly and helped us with our timetables.’ ‘11th September. Pestered today
by a journalist from The Sunday Telegraph. We had a meeting about what the girls should do on
Wednesday afternoons while the boys do CCF and Corps’ [Military service training]. ‘12th
September. Had my first fencing lesson today, it’s rather a thrill using a foil… Horrid write-up in
The Mirror, nice ones in The Times and The Wiltshire Gazette.’ After several more days of
hounding by the press a truce was reached and they took an embarrassing official photograph of
the 15 of us lined up outside the school chapel (skirts first measured with a ruler by the
headmaster’s wife, six inches above the knee when kneeling on the floor being the permitted
limit).By the end of the first week I had clearly settled in, since I noted: ‘four of us went to a pub
with four of the boys, which is strictly out of bounds’. Twenty-five years later the Daily Mail ran a
feature entitled ‘Where are they now?’, which traced the careers of us First Fifteen. None had
achieved anything outstanding. They sent one of the local paparazzi to snap me in our Devon
garden. He told me he was pursuing a certain James Hewitt, who was having an affair with the
married Princess Diana and soon the whole world would know about it. Now there was a real
scoop − but at the time I didn’t believe him.Marlborough was stimulating, but like Thomas I was
dreaming of my next move. Within a year I managed to ride into university on the back of E.M.
Forster’s A Passage to India. The university interviewer didn’t get a word in edgeways while I
expressed my passion to find my own passage to India. But it surely takes more than good
books to compel some people to travel overseas while others are content to stay at home.
Thomas often muses on this and what ‘peculiar disposition of the individual’ converts childhood
dreams into real experiences. Of his own childhood dreams he writes: ‘My thoughts were
visionary enough I confess, but they led to action, and then followed the roving life by sea and
land equalling in extent the visions of my boyhood, in results only differing.’ Indeed, the results
never turn out as anticipated.Thomas was educated when the pink blush of the British Empire



was spreading across maps of the world, but neither physically nor temperamentally was he
Empire material. His career prospects were limited. Had he not chosen his own path, the option
open to him was, as he has told us, boring work as an office clerk. After his running away
escapade to prove his grit, he marked time at his Yorkshire school until the family could wave
him off overseas and turn their attention to Richard, Lance, and the seven siblings born in the
seven years before Thomas’s departure. Richard filled his father’s shoes by being ordained as a
priest. Lance was born Empire-shaped and fulfilled his destiny of keeping the Empire in order,
not least during the ‘Indian Mutiny’ (now known as the ‘Sepoy Uprising’), by serving until his
death in the Bengal Horse Artillery and its successor the Royal Artillery. Four of the younger
brothers who survived to adulthood also entered the Services, two of them following Lance to
India when British rule expanded there.I struck lucky being young in the so-called ‘swinging
sixties’ when everything seemed possible. As students we campaigned against the Vietnam
War, Apartheid and Cold War nuclear arsenals, most of us unaffected by their realities. Back in
1968 I was more preoccupied with packing my rucksack with jeans and tee-shirts and choosing
the best books to take with me to India.‘Never travel faster than the speed of a camel lest you
leave your soul behind,’ warned the mediaeval explorer Ibn Battuta. All my life I have known he
was right and whenever I fly anywhere it takes weeks for my soul to catch up, if it ever does. I’m
longing to tell Ibn Battuta, when I meet him in a Travellers’ Afterlife, that nearly everyone travels
faster than the speed of camels these days, but that souls retain a speedometer of their own and
refuse to be hurried.Thomas’s first voyage to India under sail lasted almost six months; Ibn
Battuta would surely approve. I failed to find a camel to take me there, but at least the overland
journey took six weeks in that decrepit Land Rover.To save money and beat the February cold
we drove day and night across Europe, via Communist Yugoslavia and Bulgaria in all their
grimness, reaching the gateway to the East, Istanbul – or Constantinople to Thomas – in six
days. A typical diary entry from my first week reads: ‘It’s 2 a.m. and we’re battling through a
blizzard towards the Austrian border. We often have to push the Land Rover up hills, then we
skid down the other side. It’s absolutely freezing in the back but we keep cheerful with out-of-
tune songs (with me on guitar) and try to sleep on the seats with icebergs as toes.’ This was
better than a sailors’ job of scouring the decks of a merchant ship in winter. Within two days of
his departure Thomas reported: ‘We had a round of scrubbing, and holystoning the decks, this
job can be protracted to any length of time, and in the month of December it was mighty
pleasant to be dabbing and splashing about with sand, holy stones and water, on your knees, for
four or five mortal hours, scrubbing away for dear life; till the end of ones nose and the tips of
ones toes were numbed and senseless with cold.’ Cold is a recurrent theme in both our first
travel Journals. Wait until Thomas later sails around the fearsome Cape Horn.As for the effect of
bitter weather on the internal combustion engine, I wonder how many people have crossed the
Turkish border into Iran thanks to feeding their vehicle with fresh eggs. On 8th March 1970 I
wrote: ‘Camping in the desert somewhere in Iran. Up at 5 a.m. to an icy haze. We hadn’t gone
more than two hundred yards when the radiator boiled and/or froze (I’m not good at such



technicalities). Anyway, what I do know is that we all froze. Impatient to get on, we tried lighting
fires beneath the engine and did move a few more yards, but the result was disastrous – four
large holes in the radiator. The situation grew more and more ridiculous when we were feeding
the Land Rover with about three gallons of water a minute. Then someone had a brainwave –
why not use eggs to block up the holes? So a trek to the nearest house and the purchase of half
a dozen eggs that were cracked into the radiator to poach into the holes at three thousand revs –
and the leaks almost ceased. This evening we were still relying entirely on the six poached
eggs.’In Kabul we visited, as a Victorian traveller would have done, mosques, palaces and the
thriving camel caravanserai. And on Easter Saturday we set out on a pilgrimage to Bamiyan
valley. ‘28th March 1970. Left Kabul in a basin of mist at 4.30 a.m. and by 8 a.m. had hit the dirt
track. The scenery all day was spectacular as we followed a deeply incised canyon beside a
tumbling mountain river in the Hindu Kush. On either side a strip of fertile land with mud villages,
barley fields and white blossom. We passed many burnt-faced Afghans on horseback, all dark
beards and shining teeth. Then up over the Shyber Pass into barren mountains with chameleon
colours in the setting sun, and through the snow line before camping on a stony plateau beside
the river.’ Next morning I was worshipping at the feet of a stone Buddha 175 foot tall, carved out
of the mountainside over a millennium and a half earlier and originally coated in gold leaf. All
overland travellers to the East passed that way – including Thomas in his dreams. A scramble up
a rough mountain path and along dark winding rock tunnels took us to the top of the Great
Buddha’s head, framed by a halo of frescoes on the surrounding alcove. From there I gazed over
Bamiyan to take in ‘brown folded hills, great shadows cast by the sun and white peaks behind,
all beneath a deep blue sky’. The fate awaiting this wonder of the world was as inconceivable to
me in the later 20th century as it would have been to travellers in centuries past.In Four Quartets
T.S. Eliot writes: ‘We had the experience but missed the meaning/And approach to the meaning
restores the experience/In a different form’. I’ve had many experiences without grasping their
meaning, but even as a teenager was moved by these extraordinary statues. However, their
meaning was overlaid by the terrifying political and religious developments that followed my visit.
Damage to the faces of the Buddhas by the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb in the 17th century
seemed desecration enough, but in 2001, while on board an old cargo ship in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean (sent there by Thomas, needless to say), I heard that the Taliban of Afghanistan
had blown the Buddhas to pieces with dynamite. Only then could I fully appreciate how
privileged I had been to experience those marvels of the ancient world, that I too can now only
visit in my dreams.More recently I sat in my warm kitchen listening on the radio to an old Afghan
talking about his life. One of millions of penniless refugees displaced like garbage by
incomprehensible ideological warfare, he was now sheltering in a cold cave in Bamiyan. ‘When
we lived in our village,’ he said, ‘we had a cow, we had a sheep – life was good.’ Then he began
to sing: ‘Hold the poor gently in your arms. Careful, careful foreigners, you may go to Hell.’‘I think
the Wanderlust has entered my blood,’ I noted cheerfully on day three of my teenage journey,
adding ‘time is non-existent, life is chaotic – and I’ve never been happier.’ Thomas, on the other



hand, regretted his Wanderlust from the outset. The reality of life aboard a merchant sailing ship
was a cruel shock to this unprepared, ill-suited new midshipman. Nevertheless, from the start he
was making notes for his first piece of descriptive writing, closely observing his companions and
his own reactions. The ship rolled as he lay squashed in a locker or a hammock. Later Journals
were written in situ but the first ones at sea had to be copied out later.December 20th 1840. As
we neared the ship at Gravesend I felt my courage evaporating but a moment more, and we
were alongside; I scrambled on board and looked around me despondingly, the deck was a
puddle of dirt and snow, and a great bloated old fellow on the poop who, I afterwards learnt, was
Reece the River Pilot, was cursing and swearing at a sailor who was evidently drunk. At last the
pilot turned to me, ‘Hello! Youngster! what do you want, are you come to join? Here! Mr Roberts,
here’s another of your Lord’s sons come to join – Look at him as he stands, chest and all
complete as a Captain. I say Youngster! take a fool’s advice and go ashore, you’ll get more kicks
than halfpence here, You’re like a young bear with all your troubles to come, get away home, or if
they won’t keep you at home, go and hang yourself.’ After delivering this eloquent oration from
the break of the poop, my fat friend dived below to refresh himself with another nip at the bottle,
leaving me to the tender mercies of the Chief-mate, Mr Roberts. This Gentleman I took an
invincible dislike to the moment I saw him.(Within a few months Thomas would write: ‘Though an
overbearing bully, Roberts was an arrant coward in his heart, and, young as I was, I could see
that very plain.’)Christmas day. This morning we turned out at usual, and set to work Holystoning
the decks until eleven o’clock when the mate went ashore… In the afternoon we were invited to
dine with Mr Gabb in the Cabin, and after dinner there was a feeble attempt to make a jolly
evening, but it did not answer and all except third officer Mason broke down badly – Night came
at last and with it my watch, I went on deck, and listened to the church bells ringing on shore. It
was bitter cold and dark, and as I leant against the mizen mast, saw the lights on shore, and
thought of the happy firesides and many parties now enjoying themselves, I felt a choking in my
throat, and the tears blinding my eyes, and trickling down to freeze in little icicles on my rough
coat. In a little time I became more composed and walked up and down on the poop thinking that
in ten or eleven months it would be all over, and perhaps next Christmas I should be at home
again, amongst friends seated by a blazing fire, and relating all the wonders of those distant
lands which I was now about to visit. So passed the last fleeting hours of Christmas day,
eighteen hundred and forty – Strike the bell eight, and call the watch, Christmas Day is
past.Since it was literally a case of sink or swim, Thomas had to learn fast how to handle the
sails as well as Captain and crew of the Worcester. It’s 27th December 1840:‘Reeve the
manropes! Get a rope ready for the boat! Call the Boatswain!’ Presently the boat came
alongside, the three officers and two midshipmen came to the Gangway. Scream, scream,
scream, went the whistle, and lo! up came the great man. Off went our caps to the dread
sovereign of our little craft… What a little man for a Captain, thought I, and yet Mr Roberts who
blusters so terribly, and bullies all the crew, looks as if he were afraid of him. ‘Look at Bully
Roberts,’ said Shears [the other midshipman, but not a novice] giving me a dig in the ribs. ‘Just



look how mild he’s drawing it with the old skipper, he looks as if Butter wouldn’t melt in his
mouth.’ ‘What’s he frightened of?’ said I, very innocently. Shears laughed, ‘Why you see, the
Captain rules the roost here, he is Lord High Admiral, Commander in Chief, Lord Chancellor,
and Lord knows what he is not, in this bit of a hookah… as you’ll learn in time.’ ‘Why,’ said the
Boatswain standing by, ‘If the Lord High Admiral and her Britannic Majesty were to come on
board this here craft, they wouldn’t be half such great people as Captain George Waugh. Cause
he’s Captain, and owner, of this here ship and once in blue water, he will do as he likes with her,
and all on board of her.’Next day they were heading for blue water. The Hull-built Worcester,
according to Lloyds Shipping Register, was brand new and, at 521 tons, large for a barque.
Before long Thomas would appreciate the ingenious design of her sails, with top-gallant and
main royal square-rigged to catch the wind, while the mizzenmast near the stern was rigged ‘fore
and aft’ for manoeuvrability. And within days sailing terms were rolling with relish off his tongue
and down his quill.What a bustle, what a variety of orders − sheet home, clap on your topsail
haulyards, run up the jib, stand by to let fall, hoist away my sons, cast the Gaskets off the yard
arms, Hook the Cat! − what is to be made of it all? The men ran this way and that, ropes were let
go, others hauled taught and belayed, as for myself I was lost, and knocked, shoved, and
pushed about… ‘Come up on the poop here youngster,’ sang out the Mate, ‘and see if you can
make yourself useful here’.At last we were fairly off, all sail set with a stiff Easterly wind nearly
right aft, and the land grew more and more distant and undefinable, until the night closed in and
thus I had seen the last of my own dear country.We had about thirty passengers on board,
bound for Madras and Calcutta, there were four Ladies, the rest were Gentlemen in the Civil and
Military Service of the Honorable East India Company – Chiefly young cadets and Assistant
Surgeons.On we bowled with a stiff breeze and a week later were in sight of the Island of
Madeira. At ten in the morning the hands were called aft to celebrate divine service for the first
time on the Quarter deck of the Worcester… though I doubt very much whether all hands
understood the service, for we had a strange motley crew, and there were some Dutchmen on
board, who could hardly speak two words of English. These men, abominably ill treated by our
bully mate, proved to be the best men on board, and our own countrymen in the good ship were
decidedly the greatest scoundrels.I now began to feel more settled, if indeed you can call that
settled which was a continued life of misery and discomfort, indeed so much did it tell upon my
appearance that I got the name of Smike, and being a Yorkshireman they used to chaff me about
Mr Squeers and ask me if I came from Dotheboy’s Hall etc.By the time the Worcester crossed
the Line and reached Cape Town, Thomas had surely crossed the Line between Innocence and
Experience.In 1970, having opted to return home by sea from India, I intersected with Thomas at
South Africa’s Cape, without of course knowing it. Here I am on board an old Italian passenger
ship in June: ‘Having seen flying fish for the first time a few days ago I had an even greater
excitement today when I saw my first albatross. It swooped over the water with wings curved
downwards and looked huge even in the distance – when it flew within five feet of me I was really
quite frightened… of course I thought of the Ancient Mariner.’ Now here’s Thomas in the same



place in 1841: ‘As we neared the Cape we saw numbers of Albatrosses and Cape Pigeons
which we used to catch with a hook and line, and the young cadets found constant amusement
at this work, as also in fishing for shark. Shooting was also the order of the day, but this was put
a stop to by the Captain for one of the guns went off by accident, went through the deck and
lodged in a Gentleman’s leg.’26th March. I was standing near the lee quarter when I saw the Boy
Nunn struggling and gasping in the water, I turned sick and almost senseless as I gazed on the
terrible agonising expression on the boy’s face. No cry escaped his lips, his whole face seemed
convulsed into an expression of anguish, and dismay. The waters closed over him and I saw him
no more, but in the dark night watch, as I paced the silent deck whilst the mate lay slumbering on
the hen coops and the Helmsman dozed over the wheel, I called to mind the face of that
drowning man. How his poor mother will weep when she finds her son returns no more from his
first voyage and his last.How easily this might have been Thomas’s fate had he stolen away to
sea at twelve.4. Exotic LandfallsSo the sea-journey goes on, and who knows where!Just to be
held by the ocean is the best luckWe could have. It’s a total waking up!(Buoyancy, Rumi
1207-1273)Young Thomas’s first sight of the Orient was Madras at dawn, the Worcester having
dropped anchor in the roadstead overnight: ‘Well this, thought I as I looked about fme whilst out
on the yard arm furling sails, this is indeed a foreign looking port… with its white houses, lofty
palm trees and a clear hot sky above all.’ He watched a bevy of rafts and rowing boats approach,
bringing on board a crowd of men with ‘black faces and white dresses’, who ‘arranged quite a
little bazaar all along the ship’s waist. Here was a shoemaker, there Tailor, next sat a fruit seller,
here a man with a basket of eggs, there a curiosity vendor, whilst parrots, monkeys, squirrels,
mongooses etc had their respective positions along the booms.’ He was also fascinated by the
large Masoulah boats (rowed by up to 20 men) whose planks were sewn together with bamboo
strips to give them flexibility in high surf.In Delhi I unfurled my sleeping sheet on a rooftop along
with my companions, changed money on the black market, ran barefoot through the streets in
the small hours to listen to the great sitar player Ravi Shankar performing in a vast tent, and
managed to touch fingertips with my arms encircling backwards around the magical Hindu Iron
Pillar at the Qutb Minar complex to ensure good luck for the next hundred years. Four days later I
cast away the safety net of familiar faces and launched off alone like Thomas, defiantly heading
south because in 1970 every other young Western traveller was being lured east by the
intoxicating magnet of Kathmandu.Within a week of leaving Delhi I was staying on a coffee
plantation in the Western Ghats above the Malabar Coast. Oh where has she gone, that naïve
long-haired hippy who jettisoned her rucksack in Delhi and travelled onwards, I noted then, ‘just
with my belongings packed around my guitar in its case and my bedroll strapped to the outside’?
I know she is tucked somewhere inside this shorter-haired older woman who has lost the art of
travelling light, but sometimes I seem to have more in common with Thomas than with my own
former self.Back in 1970 I left the divine scent of coffee blossom to the delirious bees and set my
sights next on Madras. After his first glimpse of Madras from the sea in 1840, Thomas would
twice return to the city. On the second occasion he took advantage of a brand new railway. It was



6th July 1856: ‘Went down to the station and with some difficulty obtained tickets. Crush of
natives tremendous, train late in consequence. Got off at last at 3.45 pm and arrived at Arcot 7
p.m. 65 miles, only a single line of rail with loop lines at the stations. On landing at Arcot Railway
Station found I had five miles to walk in heavy rain and no conveyance for my traps’. Thomas
was soaked through when he reached a travellers’ bungalow, where the loan by a kindly officer
of a dry shirt and mattress saved him from a recurrence of the fever that had almost finished him
off the previous week. He covered the next few hundred miles in the standard way using relays
of bullock and pony carts and walking.I could do the whole journey, in the reverse direction, on a
train that went marginally faster than a bullock cart. But Thomas couldn’t have watched a contact
lens drop down a lavatory hole onto the railway track, nor note that three astronauts who had
been walking on the moon had landed safely back on earth.In the days of sail Calcutta was a
dangerous port to enter. Notorious sandbanks lurked at the entrance to the Hughli River, waiting
to sink the unwary. An escort by pilot was essential. ‘24th May, 1841. After a tedious passage
with very bad squally weather,’ writes Thomas, ‘we arrived at Sandheads, at the entrance to the
river, where we found upwards of thirty sail beating off and on. Luckily we got to windward, and
so managed to get a pilot… when we arrived in Calcutta we moored off Baboo’s ghat.’I had to
wait a long time before I could join Thomas on the steps of Baboo’s ghat. Though I had twice
been to India by the time I met him, I had never thought of visiting Bengal. Since meeting him I’ve
been four times, and arriving there feels like a homecoming. I’ve never had his kind of greeting
though.‘It was the birthday of Queen Victoria so the very first sound to greet me was the band on
shore playing ‘God Save the Queen!’Everything seems new to young Thomas. When he sees
his first body floating downstream being picked at by screaming vultures he says: ‘This is a
common custom of the Hindoos but I must confess I was a little startled.’ Another ‘strange sight
that struck me as remarkable he adds, ‘is the sight of pious “Musulmen” prostrating themselves
at sundown.’‘We were actively employed discharging cargo,’ he writes, ‘and I now hoped soon to
see the homeward bound goods coming on board. But alas! no such luck happened, for the
Captain informed us he had tendered the ship to the Honorable East India Company and we
were taken up to convey troops and stores to China. We therefore had little time to look about us
but moving down to the Company’s moorings off Cooly Bazaar we proceeded in all haste to ship
Commissariat stores and to fit up the ship for receiving troops.’Nearly all our crew left us, as also
Mr Gabb our second officer, who remarked that though we were only taken up for three months,
we might very likely be three years… but what can express my delight when I found that my
inveterate tormentor Shears was also to leave us. I was nevertheless most anxious to return
home and tried hard to get away, but I was too young and green and no one cared to have me to
work my passage home, though I was in hopes of getting on board a Hull ship called the
Richards… I returned heavy-hearted to continue my cruise in the Worcester.I had exactly the
same experience on my first trip to India. After four months on the move, I too was ready to
return home and planning to work my passage to England by sea, in my case from Bombay
(now Mumbai). I was broke because in my naivety I had lent my last fiver to a smooth-talking



bearded member of Sinn Fein I had met on a beach in Sri Lanka. (I had no idea what the
organisation was, it just sounded quite jolly.) He was called Sean and was the only man ever to
hit me. I reached Bombay in June 1970 and headed straight for the docks where, echoing
Thomas in the same month in 1841, I traipsed – or rather, limped on an infected foot – in and out
of merchant shipping offices pleading for work on a homebound ship. Like him I was young and
green, and the experience was as dampening as the monsoon rains that accompanied
it.Calcutta, 4th June 1841. Hardly was the old ship’s company dispersed than another crew
came on board, but how different from the former. Our English crew consisted of Large-framed
men, whose weather beaten faces showed deep marks of many hardships and reckless and
debauched lives… Even before we left the port we heard that many of them had fallen victim to
outrageous intemperance. But our second crew were slight active intelligent looking fellows, with
strange gestures and even stranger speech; their light copper coloured limbs, dark faces and
bright gleaming eyes in strong contrast to our former crew… I learnt from my shipmates who
remained of the old crew that these native Lascars were to be treated as an inferior class, little
better than dogs; and yet when sunset came all of these inferior animals bowed in adoration to
the supreme being, whilst we Christians looked on and scoffed in proud superiority.In India in
1970 letters from Britain took two weeks to Thomas’s six. Internet, emails and mobile phones
were unimaginable. But I could make a long-distance telephone call and have money transferred
from home to a Bombay bank so I could buy a passage home by sea.24th June 1841. All was
ready and the steamer came alongside with a detachment of H.M. 49th regiment commanded
by Captain MacAndrews… and now all things being ready we got under weigh and exactly one
month from the day of our arrival were now bound for China.5. Opium WarsWar transforms men
into devils.(Thomas Machell)Calcutta to Singapore took a month under sail. Thomas toyed with
the idea of escaping the ‘wretched ship’ and playing Robinson Crusoe on a luscious island of
the South China Seas, but was deterred by reports of ruthless pirates who also inhabited them.
And still do, by the way.It was just as dangerous on board: a deadly fever swept the ship and
many sailors succumbed. Thomas was shocked to see the first deaths and funerals, blaming
‘the great heat and foul smell in the Fore peak, caused by the Provision casks which were
stowed there, and the old Doctor who was brutal and careless.’The Worcester weathered a
typhoon before dropping anchor in Hong Kong in mid August, where a large British wartime fleet
was gathering. At this point Thomas expected to be home by the end of the year, since, as he
says, ‘the Worcester’s agreement was now fulfilled’, troops and supplies having been safely
delivered. However, it was not to be because ‘as we feared and the Captain hoped, we were
taken up to continue in the present service.’ But more confident by then, he admits:
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great book.. This was a very interesting book, not only about indigo, but
about the life of an obscure explorer, if you will. It is rather eerie how the author and the explorer
intertwined.”

Barbara, “A wonderful journey into the blue. I just finished reading Deeper Than Indigo and
absolutely loved it. What a journey, what a saga, what an odyssey Jenny Balfour Paul has lived!
And bravo to her for making it all so interesting to her fortunate readers. She has led such a
brave, adventuresome and thoughtful life. I love the way she parallels her own life with that of her
earlier compatriot. The story of indigo has always fascinated me. Paul has been my mentor
through that journey, and now she has included the personal side which I fine just as
fascinating.”

Judith Frater, “A riveting and mind expanding read!. I'm not a history buff, but the unusual format
of this book drew me in... and then there were the wonderful first hand experiences woven in. I
won't give spoilers but the story gains momentum and then pulls you right down into its depths.
Highly recommended.”

Ann Graham, “Indigo gal. The author clearly has spent her professional life fully researching
indigo, it's origins and history. Terrific book for dyers and those wishing to understand the social
and political context of growing indigo.”

Alison Mercer, “Perfect for the armchair traveller. Deeper than Indigo is the perfect escapist read
for an armchair traveller on a winter's night, a treasure trove full of nuggets of gold. It's the
account of a mission bordering on obsession: the writer's quest in search of Thomas Machell, an
open-minded and artistic Victorian rector's son who roamed the world to seek his fortune and to
prove himself to his family, determined to overcome the physical disability with which he was
born.Thomas kept detailed journals describing his travels, and Jenny Balfour Paul makes
inspired use of his words to recreate his life in vivid detail and to relay his adventures and the
enlightenment and suffering they brought him. All this is illuminated by her own travels in
Thomas's footsteps, as she conjures up a vivid succession of times, places and perspectives
framed by her own experience.Over the years Jenny leaves no stone unturned as she
researches Thomas's life and times and seeks out points of connection with him, whether it's
visiting his childhood home in Yorkshire or searching out his grave in India. Deeper than Indigo
offers historical fact aplenty, along with reflections and reminiscence, literary, philosophical and
religious quotations and aphorisms, and beautiful illustrations and photographs, all woven
together with an intuitive, personal touch.Jenny is a natural storyteller, as I realised when I saw
her speak about Deeper than Indigo at North Cornwall Book Festival, and she skilfully draws
together the contrasting threads of Thomas's life and her own. So, for example, we move



between Thomas’s first sea voyage in 1840 and his first sight of the Orient - Madras at dawn -
and Jenny as an 18-year-old setting out on the hippie trail in 1970. She crosses the Turkish
border into Iran in a Land Rover with its engine patched up with poached eggs, and later sees
the Bamiyan Buddhas: 'The fate awaiting this wonder of the world was as inconceivable to me as
it would have been to travellers in centuries past.' Thomas witnesses death by drowning and
fever, and soon sees military action, witnessing the brutality of the Opium Wars between Britain
and China.Thomas goes on to become an indigo planter; indigo is an interest that he and Jenny
share across the centuries, and she touches briefly on her extensive travels to research indigo
and preserve knowledge of its use as a dye - 'to such places as south-west China, Tokushima
Island in Japan, the Dogon cliffs of Mali near Timbuktu, and back to India'. The lonely end of
Thomas's story in India is tempered by Jenny's journey to the New World to meet some of his
surviving relatives; she is given a warm welcome and finds out about others in the family who
share Thomas’s questioning and observant approach to life, including a Theosophist artist and
an aeronautical engineer who worked for NASA.Jenny quotes John le Carre in the first chapter
of Deeper than Indigo: 'the purpose of life is to make sure our origins are not our destinies'.
Thomas could have settled for a quiet existence in the English countryside, but even though he
loved his family home he was driven to make a life for himself far from the landscape of his
birthplace. However far he travelled, Thomas could not escape history - but looking back on his
life as readers, knowing what he could never know and seeing how the past survives in the
present, it almost feels as if we can.”

Brenda S. Osborn, “Research and Passion. Jenny Balfour Paul is certainly known for her
extensive research in the cultures who have used indigo dyes since ancient times. Her account
of this particular man who settled in India and became involved in the production of indigo dye
during the colonial period in the late 19th c. brings this brief history to life. The book turns a
historical moment into a combination of memoir/travelogue/history. Ms. Balfour Paul has given
us a thorough understanding of life in colonial India, the human price of war, a moving look at
how lives lived centuries apart can overlap and intermingle. On so many levels it is a marvelous
read and an entertaining way to learn about this moment in history.”

Charlie, “A very special book. This is a fascinating book an several levels.The adventures of
Thomas crewing on ships and working on the Indian subcontinent in the mid 1800s are exciting
and historically interesting.Jenny BP's travels in this centuary are equally interesting and
engender excitement leading up to a climax in a beautifully written chapter looking for Thomas's
grave in central India.In many ways the world has changed little since Thomas's travels, with
similar peaple in the same places and imperial powers acting with violence making similar
mistakes.But what makes this book so special is the real friendship that builds between Jenny
and Thomas despite living 150 years apart. They share the urge to travel, diary keeping,
illustrating their travels and have similar liberal views on religion, politics and fairness.They both



managed to do some good in their lives for young people less fortunate than themselves.So this
is really a story of friendship (or love story) between two people separated by 150 years,
beautifully written and utterly convincing.”

Seventh Heaven, “A magical journey. Comment|Was this review helpful to you?YesNoReport
abuse5.0 out of 5 starsA Magical JourneyBySeventh Heavenon 6 January 2016Having met the
author as a student on several occasions, I was curious about the new book that was reviewed
in one of the papers and was determined to get hold of a copy. The publisher arranged for a
signed copy and it arrived in plenty of time for the Christmas Holidays which were looming. It
was the perfect antidote to all the festive excesses! I cannot add much to what the other
reviewers have said apart from reiterating that it is a magical book which summons up many
genies and keeps you riveted right to the last page. As an academic she attempts to play down
the metaphysical side to this story but anybody with interests in quantum physics, reincarnation
and spirituality will join all the relevant dots and be moved by this most uplifting story. Thanks
Jenny BP for sharing such an intimate journey.”

LucyE, “Captivating read. I came across this gem of a book when searching for books on
historical indigo planters. I've been researching one of my own ancestors who went (or more
likely was sent) to India to make his fortune and ended up in Oude in the manufacture of indigo. I
was looking to increase my understanding of what life might have been like back then: this book
gave me that and so much more. It covers the author's gradual piecing together of the life and
family of a sensitive and often sad and lonely individual, interspersed with her own journey into
indigo and travel memories. There are a number of spine-tingling coincidences, which I might
have been sceptical about except that I have had a few during the course of my own research.
Fascinating to perceive how we can form connections with people from the past.”

Larry from West Sussex, “Meaningful Coincidences. This is a unique and wonderful book, full of
meaningful coincidences of a type which have also influenced my life, a fantastic but believable
tale of a profound and prolonged experience of connection with someone from the past. (In my
case this was also with someone called Thomas, Thomas Merton who died in 1968.) Like Jenny
Balfour Paul, I have followed my Thomas to India (and many other places around the world),
learning from his experiences and wisdom. Both Thomases appreciated the richness and deep
spirituality of foreign races, cultures and religions. My only wish would have been for the Kindle
edition of 'Deeper than Indigo' to have included some images of Thomas Machell's sketches,
and a copy of the monochrome photo of him in old age that we read about in the final chapter.
These can be found in the hardback edition, which I have also purchased and can now vouch for
how much the surprisingly fresh and colourful sketches (some also can be found in the
paperback and on the British Library website) and the photo of Thomas Machell add to the rich
delight of this splendidly detailed and colourful account, both of the adventurer's exceptional life



and of the author's equally adventurous quest to uncover it. Highly recommended!”

Goldstar, “A truly unusual book and one to keep.. I have just finished Deeper than Indigo for the
second time. It is a cracking good read and I love it with all the quotes, details, co-incidences,
history and such an unusual chappie at the centre of it who has a deep sense of the countries
he visits and lives in but not as seen from the colonial point of view. And then he yearns for all
things English but somehow can't live amongst them. I had forgotten how intrepid he was in
childhood when setting off on his first awfully big adventure. A wonderful book with the depths of
its research delivered lightly by Jenny B-P and in such a readable form. I will probably re-read it
again in time, its a book to keep.”

Moriarty, “Historical non-fiction that managers to read as thriller and romance. This was an
excellent choice for our book group as there is so much to discuss and connect with in Jenny
Balfour-Pauls' engaging, thought-provoking and highly informative book. The reader feels like a
fellow researcher as we are taken with her on the hunt for the places and buildings, streets and
ships that informed the life of Thomas Machell, an extraordinary ordinary man who offers a
counter-narrative to the thrusting expansionism and colonialism of the Victorian age. But
Balfour-Paul also makes it personal - her own connections with Thomas and his journeying pull
us in, and we, too, fall for Thomas across the centuries, connecting with Jenny and with Thomas
and their quiet ambitions, pioneering free-spirits, and generous curiosity about the world and
people around them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “was a delight. Although slightly sceptical about the link between the ....
I've always had a fascination with indigo, India and travel so this book was a real treat!Travelling
with Jenny and Thomas, covering/comparing between two centuries of exploration and
observation, was a delight.Although slightly sceptical about the link between the author and
explorer, one couldn't help themselves question it as the number of coincidences came one
after another - a 'shimmy' that raised the hairs on my arms every time. This is a wonderful book,
which I found myself purposefully slowing down in order to savour every element of the unfolding
story.I urge you to read it and immerse yourself in the unfolding mystery, exploration and
beautiful writing.Thank you Jenny for sharing!”

The book by Robert Teigrob has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 46 people have provided feedback.
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